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Abstract
Crane posture estimation is the stepping stone to forest machine automation. Here, we introduce

a robust minimal perception solution, that is, one that uses minimal constraints for maximal ben-

efits. Specifically, we introduce a robust particle-filter-based method to estimate and track the

posture of a flexible hydraulic crane by using only low-cost equipment, namely, a two-dimensional

(2D) laser scanner, two short magnetically attached metal tubes as targets, and an angle sensor.

An important feature of our method is that it incorporates control signals for hydraulic actuators.

In contrast to the previous works employing laser scanners, we do not use the full shape of the

crane to estimate the crane posture, but, instead, we use only two small targets in the field of view

of the laser scanner. Thus, a large share of the range data is useful for other purposes, for exam-

ple, to map the surrounding environment. We test the proposed method in a challenging forest

environment and show that the particle filter is able to estimate the posture of the hydraulic crane

efficiently and reliably in the presence of occlusions and obstructions. During our comprehensive

testing, the tip position was measured with average errors smaller than 4.3 cmwhereas the abso-

lutemaximum error was 15 cm.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Hydraulic cranes are widely used in various work machines, such as

excavators (e.g., Dunbabin & Corke, 2006; Haga, Hiroshi, & Fujishima,

2001; Roberts, Winstanley, & Corke, 2003; Stentz, Bares, Singh, &

Rowe, 1998), loader cranes (e.g., Cheng, Oelmann, & Linnarsson, 2011;

Hansen, Andersen, & Conrad, 2001; Pedersen, Andersen, & Nielsen,

2015), forest harvesters (e.g., Lindroos, Ringdahl, La Hera, Hohnloser,

& Hellström, 2015), forwarders (e.g., Ortiz Morales et al., 2014; West-

erberg & Shiriaev, 2013), and other forest machinery (e.g., Kalmari,

Backman, & Visala, 2014; Kalmari, Pihlajamäki, Hyyti, Luomaranta, &

Visala, 2013b). Compared to robotic manipulators, hydraulic cranes

are lightweight and flexible so that they can lift large weights com-

pared to their own size without breaking. On the other hand, flexibil-

ity increases the difficulty of estimating the position of the boom tip,

that is, the place to mount a tool. This difficulty is further increased

by that forestry cranes that are usually redundant manipulators with

the position of the boom tip determined by more variables than it has

degrees of freedom (x, y, z vs. three angles of rotation and one linear
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displacement position) (Kalmari et al., 2013b; Westerberg & Shiriaev,

2013).

For automation purposes, it is important to know the full six-

dimensional pose of the mounted tool. This problem can be split into

knowing the pose of the platform with respect to world coordinates,

knowing the posture of the crane with respect to the platform coordi-

nates, and knowing the tool pose with respect to the boom-tip coordi-

nates. Here, we focus on the second one because it is sufficient inmost

cases relevant to forest machines to know the boom-tip position rela-

tive to themachine.Determiningpostures for roboticmanipulatorshas

a longhistory in industrial robotics,where this is done typically bymea-

suring joint angles for rigidmanipulators. However, forestry cranes are

not rigid manipulators as noted earlier. Instead, they bend and vibrate.

These effects are hard to model, as even the static bending is rarely

known in forestry operations, which include lifting various tools and

trees with unknownweights.

Owing to the above-mentioned challenge, the instrumentation

and automation of forestry cranes has not been attempted but until

recently (e.g., Cranab, 2015; Kalmari et al., 2013b; Suuriniemi, 2013;
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Westerberg & Shiriaev, 2013). Without sensing devices, all feedback

control is left to the the operator. This is problematic as the accu-

racy of control, working speed, and the achieved efficiency depend

totally on the skill of themachine operator (Lindroos et al., 2015; Ortiz

Morales et al., 2014). Manufacturers have started to solve this prob-

lem by adding sensors that are used to measure the positions of the

crane joints (see, e.g., Cranab, 2015; Suuriniemi, 2013). However, these

systems are expensive and need a lot of sensors and cabling for the

crane but still cannot account for the flexibility when lifting unknown

weights.

If the posture of the hydraulic forestry crane (i.e., the configuration

of the crane and the boom tip position) could be measured with a suf-

ficient accuracy, it would enable quitemany new possibilities. Lindroos

et al. (2015) list the following amongothers. First, the harvested timber

could be traced more accurately to individual trees. Second, the har-

vester data could be used to update tree maps by recording the loca-

tionanddimensionsof eachharvested tree. This data couldbeusedasa

reference for methods that are used to generate single-tree inventory

maps from satellite and airborne imagery and point clouds. Third, the

accuracy of tree removal in thinning operations could be increased by

helping theoperator to select the trees tobe removed. Fourth,machine

operators' working speed, style, and skills could be estimated from the

actual cranemovements that could benefit operator training and guid-

ance. Finally, the forest machine could be made more autonomous if

the crane posture is known.

A method, which is able to observe the boom-tip position directly,

would be preferred, since it is independent with respect to the flexibil-

ity of the crane. For example, optical and radio-frequency-basedmeth-

ods could be used. Ideally, this could reduce errors from decimeter to

centimeter level, surpassing the industry-implemented solutions (e.g.,

Cranab, 2015; Suuriniemi, 2013). On the other hand, optical and radio-

frequency-based methods are faced with their own difficulties from

the environment where forest machines are used. For instance, the

measurement should be robust against occlusions on the line of sight

caused by undergrowth, tree twigs, and leaves, since some operations,

for example, cutting, include guiding the tool to the trunk, which may

be covered by dense undergrowth. The method should also work well

with an attached, freely hanging tool, for example, a grapple or a har-

vester head.

As machines are used throughout the year, the measurement setup

should be weatherproof withstanding rain and snow, dust, and dirt

and large changes in temperature (Lindroos et al., 2015). Direct sun-

light, shadows, and the darkness at night and winter hinder the use of

(passive) optical systems in a forest environment (Billingsley, Visala, &

Dunn, 2008). Self-illuminating optical systems (e.g., laser scanners) are

more robust with respect to changing lighting conditions. Therefore,

we construct our system using SICK LMS 221 (SICK AG, 2006), which

is a reliable and quite affordable weatherproof two-dimensional (2D)

laser scanner. Naturally, any equivalent laser scanner can be used.

In this paper, we introduce a robust particle-filter-based method to

estimate and track the posture of the hydraulic crane using only low-

cost equipment, namely, our 2D laser scanner, two short magnetically

attachedmetal tubes as targets, and an angle sensor (for the first joint,

i.e., the slew angle). In addition, we present a simpler method without

the probabilistic framework to highlight the advantages of the former

one. In contrast to the previous methods employing laser scanners, we

do not use (nor need) the shape of the crane to detect andmeasure the

crane posture as described by Kashani et al. (2007, 2010), but instead

we useminimal instrumentation—two small targets in the field of view

of the laser scanner. This allows us to use the rest of the laser scanner

data to simultaneouslymap the surrounding environment and produce

a three-dimensional (3D) point cloud.

The motivation to enable the same instrumentation for measur-

ing crane posture and observing surrounding environment comes from

the idea that forest inventory data could be efficiently collected while

operating in the forest. Traditionally, data for forest inventory informa-

tion are collected from aerial and satellite images and laser scanning

(Hyyppä et al., 2008). However, terrestrial and mobile 3D LIDARS are

becoming more widely used in the field of forest inventory (Hyyppä,

Jaakkola, Chen, & Kukko, 2013). Furthermore, forest machines have

been studied as mobile mapping platforms, for example, by Miettinen,

Öhman, Visala, and Forsman (2007), Öhman et al. (2008), and Hyyti

andVisala (2013). Currently, commercial 3D LIDARS can provide accu-

rate point cloud data (Schwarz, 2010), but they are quite expensive to

be installed to machines operating in a forest for gathering data solely

for forest inventory purposes. Therefore, there is either a need for

low-cost solutions for acquiring 3D point cloud data under silvicultural

operations, or alternatively, a need for attaining extra functionality to

the more expensive 3D LIDARS. Our solution provides both. The com-

bination of a low-cost 2D laser scanner and an angle sensor in the first

crane joint forms a low-cost 3D LIDAR. Extra functionality is added for

it bymeasuring the posture of the crane simultaneously.

As this is a scientific study, an accurate reference for the crane

posture is required to validate our results. This turned out to be par-

ticularly difficult. To show that our method is robust against short-

term occlusions, accurate continuous-time reference measurements

are required. However, owing to the occlusions and interfering tree

branches, we could not construct an external optical or a mechani-

cal reference measurement system. Therefore, we decided to rely on

a reference constructed from cylinder length measurements, a kine-

matic model, and a bending model for the crane. The bending model is

incorporated to the kinematicmodel as torsional springs between rigid

links (Pedersen et al., 2015). The reference was calibrated for certain

conditions, which were fixed during our tests. Note that our solution

omits the determination of the platform pose, including swaying of the

machine and the bending of the pillar (i.e., the first section of the crane).

If these were to be accounted for, the orientation changes of the laser

scanner (fixed to the pillar) could be measured with, for example, a 3D

inclinometer.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The next chapter

describes the state of the art in posture measurement of a hydraulic

crane. Then in the Methods section, we first introduce our forest

machine, the minimal instrumentation, and forward kinematic equa-

tions. Second, we propose a simple algorithm (Method SD) to detect

our scan targets, that is, certain size circular objects, from the 2D laser

scanner data to estimate the crane posture. Third, we introduce our

particle filter algorithm (Method CPPF) that also incorporates control

signals for hydraulic actuators, to track the targets and to estimate
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the crane posture. Fourth, we model the static bending of our crane

boom due to gravity and show how to calibrate our setup to acquire a

sufficiently accurate reference posture by using the hydraulic cylinder

length instrumentation as proposed by Kalmari et al. (2013b, 2014).

In the Results section, the proposed methods are benchmarked in

five different test scenarios. The first test is the easiest one without

any obstacles in the field of view. The subsequent two tests are done

near trees having a considerable amount of occlusions in themeasure-

ments. The fourth test is a really long test with a freely swinging tool

that is attached to the tip of the boom. The fifth test is a simulated tol-

erance test against weather effects. Finally, we discuss the accuracy

and the robustness of the proposed SDand craneposture particle filter

(CPPF) methods. We also show an example of a 3D point cloud, which

is acquired during the above-mentioned testing.

2 STATE OF THE ART IN POSTURE

MEASUREMENT OF A HYDRAULIC CRANE

In robotics, the posture of the manipulator is traditionally obtained

by measuring angles between each rigid link in it and calculating

the end-effector pose using a forward kinematic chain (Waldron &

Schmiedeler, 2008). In addition to angle sensors, for hydraulic manip-

ulators, joint angles can be measured using linear encoders attached

to each hydraulic cylinder, and telescopic extensions (i.e., prismatic

joints) can bemeasuredwith a lengthmeasuring device built within the

joint (e.g., Cranab, 2015; Kalmari et al., 2013b; Lindroos et al., 2015;

Suuriniemi, 2013).

Instead of using structures more familiar with industrial robotics,

hydraulic forestry cranes are usually built flexible to optimize mate-

rial usage and to keep their weight low (Pedersen et al., 2015). As may

be expected, this results into significant bending that should be taken

into account. Although there exist methods to estimate bending (e.g.,

De Luca&Panzieri, 1994), thesemethods need to have the rightmodel

parameters andpredefinedweights to avoid any end-effector displace-

ment errors. However, theseweights are bound to change as the crane

is used to lift unknown loads. Therefore, there is a need for alternative

methods to maintain a sufficient level of accuracy for the posture of

the manipulator. Such alternative methods include observing the pos-

ture directly by using cameras, laser scanners, or inertial measurement

units (IMUs).

Camera-based solutions have been demonstrated for excavators

(e.g., Feng, Dong, Lundeen, Xiao, & Kamat, 2015; Mielikäinen, Koski-

nen, Handroos, Toivanen, & Kälviäinen, 2001; Mulligan, Mackworth, &

Lawrence, 1989), for large tower cranes (e.g., Yang, Vela, Teizer, & Shi,

2012), for large rope-operated shovels (e.g., Corke, Roberts, & Win-

stanley, 1998; Lin, Lawrence, & Hall, 2010), and for underground min-

ing machinery (e.g., Corke et al., 1998). The solution by Mulligan et al.

(1989) is able to measure the posture of the crane without external

targets like in the work by Mielikäinen et al. (2001) or external cam-

eras installed outside the crane, like in the work by Feng et al. (2015)

and Yang et al. (2012). The solution by Lin et al. (2010) only estimates

a sling angle using a stereo camera setup. Finally, in the work by Corke

et al. (1998), instead of measuring the crane posture, the system auto-

matically searches for adrilling hole byusing anend-effector–mounted

camera.

The literature on laser scanner–based solutions has been focused

on estimating the posture of a very large rope operated shovel (e.g.,

Dunbabin & Corke, 2006; Kashani, Owen, Himmelman, Lawrence, &

Hall, 2010; Phillips, Green, &McAree, 2016).OnlyKashani et al. (2007)

have tested scanner with a normal-sized excavator. Kashani et al.

(2007, 2010) used a 2D scanner mounted vertically under the crane

boom such that the boom and a tool (e.g., a bucket or a shovel) are vis-

ible in the point cloud from which the boom and the tool shapes are

detected. Their method is reliable in the mining environment because

there are rarely obstacles between the boom and the scanner allowing

easier detection of the boom and the tool. Dunbabin & Corke (2006)

have installed the scanner higher in the boom so that also the sur-

rounding environment can be modeled at the same time as a pose of

the dipper is estimated. Finally, in the work by Phillips et al. (2016), a

3D LIDAR is used for the same task by probabilistically fitting the dip-

per model into ameasured 3D point cloud.

IMU-based solutions usually use one ormultiple triaxial accelerom-

eters and gyroscopes to estimate the orientation of the sensor with

respect to theearth frame. In theworkbyVihonenet al. (2013a, 2013b,

2014, 2016), the posture of a forestry crane similar to ours is esti-

mated with low-cost microelectromechanical system IMUs. Their lat-

est work includes an integrated kinematic model for the crane, and it

uses multiple accelerometers and gyroscopes attached to the crane

boom (Vihonen et al., 2016). The setup can reach up to 1o accuracy for

lift and tilt (referred as transfer in our work) angles and can take bend-

ing into account. However, the length of the telescopic extension is sig-

nificantly more difficult to estimate with only IMUs as Vihonen et al.

(2014) reported. They can only reach centimeter-level accuracy when

the telescopic link is contracted.While the crane is at maximum reach,

theaverageerror increases to0.26m.For this reason, other rangemea-

suring instruments are used for the prismatic joint. For example, Cheng

et al. (2011) used sonar tomeasure the lengthof theextension linkwith

an IMU instrumentation. In addition to estimating the posture of the

crane, IMUsmay also be used to estimate the pose of the end-effector,

for example, a swaying tool attached to the boom tip (e.g., Kalmari,

Hyyti, & Visala, 2013a).

In addition to optical or inertialmeasurements, also ultrawide-band

radio frequency identification (UWB RFID) tags (Zhang, Hammad, &

Rodriguez, 2011) and global navigation satellite system (GNSS) (Kim

& Langley, 2003) have been used to measure the crane posture and

the end-effector position. Zhang et al. (2011) studied UWB position-

ing of a construction crane for safety purposes, obtaining an accu-

racy of position of approximately 25 cmwith active RFID tags. In their

work, the transceivers were installed in the environment to guarantee

good visibility between them and the tags. UWB techniques have since

been shown to yield subcentimeter accuracies in an indoor-positioning

competition (see Table 2 in Lymberopoulos & Liu, 2017). Therefore,

UWB technologies could also have potential in crane posture estima-

tion. For GNSS, the accuracy under the forest foliage is a serious lim-

iting factor for the crane posture estimation. Kaartinen et al. (2015)

have shown that a high-end integrated inertial navigation and GNSS

receiver can achieve a0.7-maccuracyunder forest canopies. This is not
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F IGURE 1 Overviewof the systemsetup:A, 2D laser scanner; B, Tar-
get 1; C, Target 2.Names of joint angles, positive directions, and param-
eters of the cranemodel are also drawn in the figure

sufficient for a direct estimation of the end-effector position, because

centimeter-level precision is preferred.

While reviewing end-effector position measurement methods, Lin-

droos et al. (2015) claim that the angle- and range-based methods

(e.g., laser scanning and optical imaging) are not sufficiently accurate

for machine automation in forest environment. They argue that there

is a problem with the obstructed line of sight. According to Lindroos

et al. (2015), the direct detection of the boom tip or any scan targets

attached onto the crane is difficult because in either case the line of

sight can be blocked by obstacles (e.g., trees, undergrowth, and stones)

or atmospheric conditions (e.g., fog, rain, snow, or dust). They are right

in that obstructions exist. Nonetheless, we shall show here—for the

first time—how the crane posture estimation can be donewith an opti-

cal sensor in such away that it truly is robustwith respect to these line-

of-sight obstructions.

3 METHODS

In this work, we estimate the posture of a crane that is attached to

a tractor. It is similar to the ones attached to forwarders, which are

forestry vehicles that transport logs from the stump to a roadside land-

ing. The crane resembles a kinematically redundant manipulator with

four degrees of freedom (slew, lift, transfer, and extension; see Fig-

ure 1). For the posture estimation, we use a laser scanner and two

attached targets. The laser scanner is mounted vertically to the side

of the pillar, before the lift joint, nearly coaxial to the lift joint axle (see

A in Figure 1). Thus the laser scanner rotates along the slew angle and

always scans parallel to the boom. For this reason, we need a separate

angle sensor tomeasure the slew angle.

For all scan data, a LMS221 laser scanner is used in 0.25◦ interlaced

mode taking 75 scans per second (SICK AG, 2006). In this measure-

ment mode, 181 rangemeasurements with 1.0◦ angular resolution are

obtained fromeach revolution. A higher 0.25◦ resolution is acquired by

combining four adjacent measurements obtained with a 0.25◦ angular

offset between the revolutions. By assuming that the crane is notmov-

ing fast, four adjacent measurements can then be combined in angular

order providingNl = 721 rangemeasurements covering a field of view

of 180◦ with 0.25◦ resolution at 18.75 Hz frequency, which is usually

enough for estimating the crane posture. This combined set of mea-

surements is referred to as a scan in the following.∗

The two scan targets, which are magnetically attached metal tubes

with a diameter of 60 mm, are shown in Figure 1 (B and C). They

are tracked to estimate the posture of the crane (i.e., the inner boom

betweenA andB and the outer telescopic boombetweenB andC). The

first target (B) is placed onto the end of the transfer joint axle, and the

secondone (C) ismountedonto the sideof theboomtipposition,where

the rotator link and the tool are mounted. They are always in the field

of view of the 2D laser scanner. Their positions embody the minimum

amount of prior knowledge needed to solve the crane posture (see Sec-

tions3.1 and3.2).Once thekinematicmodel and the laser scannerpose

are known, the joint angles and the extension length can be estimated

from themeasured positions of the scan targets.

3.1 Kinematic model of the forestry crane

In the previous work by Kalmari et al. (2013b, 2014) and Kalmari

(2015), the position of the boom tip is solved using a forward kinematic

chain of rigid transformations (Waldron & Schmiedeler, 2008) using

joint angles that are are estimated frommeasured lengths of hydraulic

cylinders. This two-step process is briefed next for those parts needed

in this work.

At the first step, the slew angle 𝜃1 and the extension length d4 are

measured directly and the lift angle 𝜃2 and the transfer angle 𝜃3 are

calculated from the cylinder lengths with the crane model (by Kalmari,

2015):

𝜃2 = arccos

(
l2
1
+ l2

2
− d2

2

2l1l2

)
+ 𝜃2b, (1a)

𝜃3 = 𝜃3b − arccos

(
l2
6
+ l2

5
− l2

4

2l6l5

)
− arccos

(
l2
6
+ l2

7
− l2

8

2l6l7

)
, (1b)

where

l6 =

√√√√l2
4
+ l2

5
− 2l4l5 cos

(
𝛾23 − arccos

(
l2
3
+ l2

4
− d2

3

2l3l4

))
,

d2 = d2,meas + d2,bias, d3 = d3,meas + d3,bias, d4 = d4,meas + d4,bias.

(1c)

InEquation1,d2 is lengthof the lift cylinder,d3 is lengthof the trans-

fer cylinder, and d4 is the extension length. All other lengths l1, l2, l3,

l4, l5, l7, and l8, and angles 𝜃2b, 𝜃3b, and 𝛾23 are constant parameters

defined by Kalmari (2015), and their values are presented in Table 1.

All cylinder lengths include a zero offset dc,bias and a measured length

dc,meas for each cylinder c. Offsets are later calibrated under Section 4.2

and presented in Table 6.

At the second step, the boom-tip position ptip is computed from

the previously defined joint angles and the extension length with the

∗ Such a scan corresponds to a scan obtained from a 2D scanner functioning natively with a

0.25◦ angular resolution.
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TABLE 1 Fixed parameters for the joint angle calculation in Equation 1 (fromKalmari, 2015)

Length (mm) Angle

l1 l2 l3 l4 l5 l7 l8 𝜽2b 𝜽3b 𝜸23

1175.1 346.0 1556.0 480.0 200.6 299.6 480.0 −57.0◦ −22.7◦ 166.3◦

TABLE 2 Denavit–Hartenberg parameters of the crane model and
their ranges (fromKalmari et al., 2014)

i 𝜶i ai di 𝜽i Joint min max

1 0◦ 0m 1.59m 𝜃1 𝜃1 −92◦ 92◦

2 90◦ −0.09m 0m 𝜃2 𝜃2 −29◦ 82◦

3 0◦ 2.99m 0m 𝜃3 𝜃3 −270◦ −94◦

4 −90◦ −0.24m d4 0◦ d4 2.2m 5.6m

following equation (Kalmari, 2015):

ptip =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
xtip
ytip
ztip

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ (2)

=
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
cos(𝜃1)

(
a2 − d4sin(𝜃2 + 𝜃3) + a4cos(𝜃2 + 𝜃3) + a3cos(𝜃2)

)
sin(𝜃1)

(
a2 − d4sin(𝜃2 + 𝜃3) + a4cos(𝜃2 + 𝜃3) + a3cos(𝜃2)

)
d1 + d4cos(𝜃2 + 𝜃3) + a4sin(𝜃2 + 𝜃3) + a3sin(𝜃2)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
In Equation 2, 𝜃n is the nth joint angle, and an and dn are the nth

Denavit–Hartenberg parameters of the crane model. Most of the

parameters in Equation 2 are constant values (see Table 2), only

𝜃1 (slew), 𝜃2 (lift), 𝜃3 (transfer), and d4 (extension) are varied (see

Kalmari, 2015, for derivation). In Equation 2, the boom tip position ptip
is presented in a coordinate system, where the origin is in the center

of the slew joint, x is pointing toward the boom tip (when crane is at

center, e.g., in Figure 1) and z is pointing upward coaxiallywith the slew

joint.

3.2 Minimal perception setup

Consider solving the joint variables from the measured crane posture

using inverse kinematics. Equation 2 has only three measurements

(coordinates of the boom tip position: x, y, and z), but there are four

independent variables (three joint angles and the extension length).

Thus at least onemore independentmeasurement of the craneposture

is required in addition to the boom tip position ptip.We solve this prob-

lem by adding an extra target onto the end of the transfer joint axle

(B in Figure 1). However, using two targets adds ambiguity to the sys-

tem because the crane can be driven into a posturewhere both targets

are at an equivalent distance from the laser scanner. In this case, the

targets are indistinguishable from each other when they are detected

from the data. Additionally, the possibility of obstacles in the field of

view of the scanner complicates the task as there is a risk of false posi-

tive detections.

Since the laser scanner is mounted onto the crane after the first

joint (i.e., the slew joint) and since this joint is straightforwardly mea-

suredwith an angle sensor, the following equations derived fromEqua-

tion 2 are simplified by using a 𝜌–z plane which is aligned vertically

along the boom so that the z axis is placed coaxial with the slew joint

and the origin is placed at the slew joint. The 𝜌–z plane is spanned by

the 2D laser scanner, and together they rotate about the slew angle so

that 𝜌 denotes a horizontal axis from the origin toward the boom tip.

Positions of Target 1 (pt1) and Target 2 (pt2) have the following equa-

tions on that 𝜌–z plane:

pt1 =

[
𝜌t1

zt1

]
=

[
a2 + a3cos(𝜃2)
d1 + a3sin(𝜃2)

]
, (3a)

pt2 =

[
𝜌t2

zt2

]
= pt1 +

[
Δ𝜌
Δz

]
= pt1 +

[
a4cos(𝜃2 + 𝜃3) − d4sin(𝜃2 + 𝜃3)
a4sin(𝜃2 + 𝜃3) + d4cos(𝜃2 + 𝜃3)

]
.

(3b)

The laser scanner data consists of single scans,

y(k) =

[
r1 r2 … rNl

𝜙1 𝜙2 … 𝜙Nl

]
, (4)

that contain Nl = 721 range measurements each. The measuring

angles are obtained from multiplying the receiver channel index with

an angular constant ofΔ𝛽 , which is the laser scanner resolution (0.25◦).
For each range (r) and angle (𝜙) in the laser scanner coordinates, a posi-

tion in 𝜌–z coordinates is

ps =

[
𝜌s

zs

]
=

[
𝜌s0 + r sin(𝜙 + 𝜙s0)
zs0 − r cos(𝜙 + 𝜙s0)

]
, (5)

where 𝜌s0 and zs0 define the position of the laser scanner and𝜙s0 is the

rotation offset of the scanner. Together they form the pose of the scan-

ner. Equation 5 assumes that the scanner starts collecting data from

the downward direction (negative z axis in 𝜌–z coordinates) and ends

its sweep toward the upward direction. The rotation offset parameter

is required as the alignment of the scanner in the boom is not perfect

after installation. (See Table 6 for estimated parameter values.)

3.3 Method SD: Simple target detector

In this method, the crane posture measurement is based on calculat-

ing the inverse kinematic solution of the crane model based on the

twodetected targets that are positioned and labeled. First, themethod

searches candidates for the two targets (shown in B and C in Figure 1)

from the laser scan. The best crane joint configuration is then selected

so that candidates match the targets mounted on the crane boom.

The method is designed to work accurately only in easy cases without

obstructions in the laser scanner data. This method is later used to ini-

tialize the proposed particle filter (see Section 3.4) and to calibrate the

system setup (see Section 4.2).
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F IGURE 2 An example of the point classification and the candidate positioning methods in 𝜌–z plane, where there are two targets and two dis-
tracting objects among candidates. Closeups of targets are shown in their own subplots in themiddle of the figure. Awire-framemodel of the crane
with reference target positions (blue circles) are drawn below laser scanner measurements and their classifications. Only middle points and edges
associated with the found candidates are drawn. The light orange shadow visualizes the scanned area

The candidate search part is derived from predecessors that were

designed for tree detection and trunk diameter estimation for a hori-

zontally aligned 2D laser scanner (Jutila, Kannas, & Visala, 2007; Ring-

dahl, Hohnloser, Hellström,Holmgren, & Lindroos, 2013). To detect the

targets, that is, circular objects, we consider a given single 2D scan.

The scanner sees far, unless there is an object blocking a part of the

field of view. Using this knowledge, the range measurements of a sin-

gle scan, which are indexed by their angular order (at interval of 0.25◦),

are classified into different clusters. The classification is done by

comparing the differences of adjacent range measurements against a

coefficient Ce = 0.2 m that is roughly an order of magnitude higher

than the range measurement accuracy of the scanner. We label the

measurements which are closer to each other than Ce asmiddle points

and cluster them for later use (e.g., required in Section 3.4.2). Then we

search for left edges and right edges so that the range difference > Ce
and< −Ce, respectively. The edge point label is given for the point that
has the shorter rangewhen the rangedifferencebetween the twoadja-

cent points is larger than the threshold.

After classification, each range measurement is labeled either as

a left edge, a middle point, a right edge, or an unclassified point. We

require that candidates for the two targets must consist of a right and

a left edge (in the right order†) and possibly a group of middle points

between them (see Figure 2). A candidate without any middle points

can be accepted, but then the object consists of only two points, adja-

cent left and right edges. In this case, these left and right edge points

are associated with the set of middle points for the later computation.

† Note that the scanner is mounted such that it scans counterclockwise from bottom to top.

The proposed classification step is efficient in computing, and it

effectively removes those false positives that would be caused by any

single—likely noise originated—short-range measurement. The limita-

tions of thismethod are twofold. First, it will not detect the object if the

target object is even partly occluded by another object as the method

requires left and right edges with a smooth area between them. Sec-

ond, the method will only detect objects that cover a larger angle of

view than0.5◦ as smaller objectswould not have separate left and right

edges nor anymiddle points between them.

Next, the positions of the found candidates are estimated in the

laser scanner coordinates. For each candidate, the angle (𝜙) and the

range (r) are computed by fitting a target-sized circle with a radius of

a = 30mm from themiddle points associated with that candidate:

𝜙 = 1
Nm

nl∑
i=nr

𝜙i , (6a)

r = 1
Nm

nl∑
i=nr

(
xi +

√
max(0, a2 − y2

i
)
)
, (6b)

where

xi = cos(𝜙i − 𝜙)ri, yi = sin(𝜙i − 𝜙)ri. (6c)

In Equation 6, nr is the index of that “middle point” that is nearest to

the right edge, nl is the index of that “middle point” that is nearest to

the left edge, Nm = nl − nr + 1 is the amount of middle points associ-

ated with the candidate, and 𝜙i is the angle of a range measurement

(ri). The max function in Equation 6b is used to handle candidates that

have too many associated middle points in them to fit a circle with a

radius of a (∃i, y2
i
> a2) because otherwise the contents of the square
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root would become negative. To illustrate the method, an example of

range measurement clustering and candidate positioning is shown in

Figure 2.

Next, the diameter of the candidate is measured to filter out too

small and too large candidates.We used the edge-adjustedmethod for

diameter estimation based on the viewing angle (VAEA method from

Ringdahl et al., 2013), where diameter

d = ((N − 1) Δ𝛽 − 2𝛼) r. (7)

In Equation 7, N is the amount of associated points (including edges)

in that candidate, Δ𝛽 is the laser scanner resolution (0.25◦), 𝛼 is the

effective beam width (0.15◦, the best value found for VAEA in Ring-

dahl et al., 2013) and r is the previously calculated range to the candi-

date.Wedecided to use 4 cmas a decision limit for discarding too large

and too small candidates based on the difference between the diam-

eter measurement and the target diameter of 2a. The 4-cm limit was

chosen because the angular resolution of the laser scanner is equiva-

lent to 4 cm at themaximum reach of the crane (≈8.5m).

The remaining candidates are associated with the two scan targets

on the crane boomby using Equations 3 and 5. As described previously,

these two scan targets are indistinguishable from each other within a

laser scan. Matching the candidates to the first target is statistically

more likely to succeed than matching them to the second one, since

there is only one rotational joint between the first target and the laser

scanner. In addition, in the 𝜌–z plane, the accepted area of the two

later joints is also dependent on the position of the first target. This

is why all candidates are first tried whether they match with the first

target.

ThepositionofTarget 1determines the angle between thepillar and

the lift joint. The corresponding joint angle 𝜃2 is estimated by using the

followingprocedure: Thedistancebetween the lift joint (lift in Figure1)

and Target 1 (B in the same figure) is known a priori (a3 in Table 2) so

we discard all Target 1 candidates which are ±5 cm apart from this.

In computational detail, we perform a transformation so that the ori-

gin is translated to the lift joint position and candidates are discarded

according to their range measures in polar coordinates. In addition,

candidates with overly small or overly large joint angles are discarded

(for physical limits, see Table 2).

In most cases, there is only one candidate left for the first target at

this point. However, there is a finite probability that some of thewrong

candidates fit into these constraints. On the one hand, this is handled

by selecting the nearestmatching candidate to the previous successful

(lift joint) estimate. On the other hand, if there are no matching candi-

dates left after discarding, then the crane posture estimation fails.

Matching the second target is somewhatmore complex thanmatch-

ing the first one, as valid configurations depend on the position of

the first target, and in addition, there are two unknowns to be deter-

mined: one rotational angle and the extension length (see Figure 1).

This means that the search space for the second target is substan-

tially larger than for the first one. Therefore, there are usually multi-

ple matching candidates, for example, if there are obstacles in the field

of view of the laser scanner. The transfer joint angle 𝜃3 and the exten-

sion length d4 can be derived from Equation 3 and Equation 5 using

differences between themeasured positions of the first target and the

candidate for the second target, namely

d4 =
√

Δ𝜌2 + Δz2 − a2
4
, (8a)

𝜃3 = atan2
(
a4Δz − d4Δ𝜌, a4Δ𝜌 + d4Δz

)
− 𝜃2, (8b)

whereΔ𝜌 andΔz are differences in 𝜌–z coordinates between the candi-
date and the first target (cf. Equation 3b). In Equation 8, a4 is a constant

parameter obtained from Table 2 and 𝜃2 is the previously estimated

angle of the lift joint.

Finally, an elimination step follows. Those candidates are discarded

for which the values of d4 or 𝜃3 are outside of the accepted range (see

Table 2). Note that as the accepted range of 𝜃3 is partly outside the out-

put range of the atan2 function in Equation 8b (i.e., they are on a differ-

ent cycle), the computed value of 𝜃3 has to be treated accordingly. In

this case, one full round (360◦) was subtracted from 𝜃3 when the value

was larger than zero. In a similar way than before, if there are multiple

candidates at this point, then the closest to the last successful estimate

is selected. Otherwise, if there are no candidates left after discarding,

then the crane posture estimation fails.

3.4 Method CPPF: Crane posture particle filter

The hydraulic system of our forest machine is digitally controlled

(Kalmari et al., 2013b). Our second method incorporates these digital

control signals, in addition to the laser scanner measurements. Thus,

our hypothesis is that since it contains more information than the pre-

viously introduced Method SD, it should provide a more reliable esti-

mate of the crane posture, especially when the line of sight to the scan

targets is temporarily obstructed.

The posture of the crane cannot be uniquely defined using a laser

scanner and two scan targets, as previously explained (see Section 3.3).

Moreover, the interpretation of the measurement data is difficult also

because the targets are indistinguishable from each other (see Sec-

tion 3.3), and observations are likely to contain obstructions, occlu-

sions, and noise. On the other hand, digital control signals consist of

commands given to hydraulic servo valves (e.g., from operator's joy-

stick). These signals precede themovement of the crane, and addition-

ally, the relationship between these signals and the cranemovement is

nonlinear (see Section 3.4.1). To combine these two sources of infor-

mation, we intend to obtain an estimate of the crane posture by an

inverse—probabilistic—approach. This can be done efficiently with a

particle filter.

A particle filter estimates the states of a hidden Markov model in

a sequential fashion (Arulampalam, Maskell, Gordon, & Clapp, 2002;

Candy, 2007). After each given observation, the (hidden) state of the

system is estimated from the posterior density of the state variables.

We use a sampling importance resampling (SIR) type particle filter,

first proposed by Gordon et al. (1993).‡ In the SIR filter, a transition

prior is used as the importance density in the weight update stage

‡ The filter type is also called bootstrap particle filter (Candy, 2007; Gordon, Salmond, & Smith,

1993) as the key update stage of the algorithm (Bayes rule) is implemented as aweighted boot-

strap (Smith &Gelfand, 1992).
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TABLE 3 Used parameters for the proposed CPPF algorithm

Np 𝝈�̇�2
𝝈�̇�3

𝝈ḋ4
𝝈kde Creinit

1000 0.5◦/s 1.0◦/s 0.075m/s 0.03 0.35

(Arulampalam et al., 2002; Candy, 2007; Gordon et al., 1993). This

leads to a major simplification of the particle filter as only the likeli-

hood of the measurement y(k), (y(k)|xi(k)), is used to update weights
wi(k) ∈ ℝ for each particle xi(k), i = 1,… , Np as follows:

wi(k) = wi(k − 1)
(
y(k)|xi(k)) . (9)

The benefit of the SIR method is that the importance weights are

simple to evaluate and the importance density can be easily sampled

(Arulampalam et al., 2002). The disadvantage of this simplification is

that since neither earlier nor current round measurements are taken

into account at the prediction phase, the particles are depleted much

faster than in the original sequential importance sampling algorithm

(Arulampalam et al., 2002). This means that a few particles will even-

tually have a significantly large share of the total weight. This is called

a degeneracy problem. To avoid it, a high concentration of probability

mass at a fewparticles shouldbepreventedby, for example, resampling

(Arulampalam et al., 2002; Gustafsson et al., 2002).

Although resampling effectively deals with the degeneracy prob-

lem, it introduces a new problem, called the sample impoverish-

ment problem. Because particles with large weights are likely to be

drawn multiple times during resampling, whereas particles with minor

weights are not likely to be drawn at all, the diversity of the particles

will tend to decrease after the resampling step. This problem is severe

in the case of a small process noise (Arulampalam et al., 2002). How-

ever, in our case, this is not a problem as the uncertainty of predicted

velocities in Equation 10 is significantly large (see also parameter val-

ues in Table 3).

In our case, particles represent parametric states of the kinematic

model of the forestry crane (of Section 3.1), namely xi(k) ∈ ℝ3 is the ith

particle, i = 1,… , Np, sampling the 3D state space S (two joint angles

𝜃2, 𝜃3, and the length of the extension, d4) at time step k. The amount

of particles Np = 1000 (see Table 3). Note that 𝜃1 is not incorporated

in this model but is instead measured directly with an angle sensor.

In our case, y(k) ∈ ℝ721 contains the range measurements of one scan

obtained at a time step k.

The algorithm has four phases; prediction, update, normalization,

and resampling. Thewaywe implement the SIR filter for the crane pos-

ture estimation is similar to Monte Carlo localization presented for

robot pose estimation by Thrun et al. (2005, p. 252). However, we

limit the state space S as we know the limits of the joints of our crane.

In other words, we define predicted weight ŵ(k), which is set to zero

instead of the previous weight if the particle has been moved to a no-

go zone (see Equation 12).

We use the kinematic model of the crane and our model of the

hydraulics with control signals in the prediction phase. The usage of

noisy hydraulic signals as control inputs insert a level of noise to the

predictions that substantially alleviates the degeneracy problemwhich

arises from resampling. Thus we can safely resample our particle filter

F IGURE 3 Overview of the proposed CPPF algorithm

ateach iteration. This is reasonable sincewehave largeprocessnoise in

the prediction step to overcome uncertainties of the hydraulic control

model. In other words, our particles deplete fast and this is overcome

with resampling at every iteration.

The estimate for the crane posture is obtained from the particle

closest to the center of the largest concentration of probabilitymass at

each iteration. This is obtained by using a kernel density estimate with

Gaussian kernels. The kernel density estimate could have been used to

modify themethod into a regularized particle filter (Musso,Oudjane, &

LeGland, 2001), butwe decided to keep the filter simple, as themodifi-

cation would have increased the computational cost because new par-

ticleswould thenhavehad tobe sampled fromacontinuous probability

distribution.

We call our implementation of the SIR filter for the crane posture

estimation as crane posture particle filter (CPPF). The algorithm has

the following phases (see also Figure 3):

0. Initialization, where particles are uniformly distributed around the

state space. All the weights wi are initialized to an equal weight of

1∕Np. In addition to this default initialization procedure, we change

one particle to match each of the crane posture hypotheses cal-

culated from target candidates found with Method SD (see Sec-

tion 3.3) to speed up the initialization phase so that one particle is

initially placed to each found posture hypothesis.

1. Prediction, where the dynamic model of the crane and the controls

of hydraulic valves are used to predict the crane posture and add

noise to the system for each i = 1,… , Np by drawing predicted par-

ticles from a normal distribution,

x̂i(k) ∼ 
(
xi(k − 1) + Iiv(k)Δt(k), 𝚺

)
, (10a)

where

Ii = diag
(
Ii,1, Ii,2, Ii,3

)
,

Ii,s =

{
1, U < 0.9, U ∼  (0,1)
0, otherwise

∀s ∈ {1,2,3}.
(10b)

In Equation 10, xi(k) is again the ith particle in a 3D) state space S

(two joint angles 𝜃2, 𝜃3, and the extension length, d4) at time step

k. Ii is a random indicator function to drop a velocity measurement

of a state to zero for 10% of randomly selected particles for each

state s independently. It is implemented in Equation 10b by sam-

pling a standard uniform distribution ( (0,1)) for each i and s. This
modifies the distribution to have two modes for each state: the

first (90% of the probability mass) at the predicted position, and

the other (10%) at the previous position with the same standard

deviation. This modification is required to handle situations taking
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place now and then, when control signals indicate a movement, but

the crane does not move accordingly. These kinds of events may be

caused, for example, by the joint limits, or by (unknown) obstacles

that restrict themovement of the crane.

In Equation 10a, x̂i(k) is the predicted particle value, which is sam-

pled from a normal distribution for each state independently. In

the equation, the mean of the normal distribution is located at the

previous state xi(k − 1), which is updated by adding the movement

predicted with the velocity v(k), which is predicted using control

signals of the hydraulic valves and the nonlinear model defined

in Section 3.4.1, and a sample period Δt(k) (a period between the

indices k − 1 and k).

As the states are assumed independent of each other, the covari-

ancematrix,

𝚺 = (Δt(k))2 diag
(
𝜎2
�̇�2
, 𝜎2

�̇�3
, 𝜎2

ḋ4

)
, (11)

is defined to have variances on the main diagonal and zeros else-

where. These variances are constructed from the sample period

Δt(k) and standard deviations of velocity errors for each state: 𝜎�̇�2 ,
𝜎�̇�3

, 𝜎ḋ4 . These variances were estimated by comparing reference

measurements with model-predicted velocities in a separate data

set used to identify the prediction model of hydraulics defined in

Section 3.4.1 (see Table 3 for values).

At the end of each prediction step, invalid state configurations

are detected and their corresponding weights are set to zero. For

this purpose, we define a subset of feasible states Sf ⊂ S, where

𝜃2 ∈ [𝜃2,min, 𝜃2,max], 𝜃3 ∈ [𝜃3,min, 𝜃3,max], and d4 ∈ [d4,min, d4,max] (see
Table 3 for used values). Thenwe introduce a predicted weight:

ŵi(k) =

{
wi(k − 1), x̂i(k) ∈ Sf
0, otherwise.

(12)

2. Update, where weights wi(k) ∈ ℝ are updated from given obser-

vations y(k) ∈ ℝ721 conditioned on the predicted states x̂i(k) ∈ ℝ3.

These are obtained frommeasurement likelihoods as

wi(k) = ŵi(k)
(
y(k)|x̂i(k)) . (13)

The derivation of the measurement likelihood (y(k)|x̂i(k)) is pre-
sented later in Section 3.4.2.

3. Normalization, where each unnormalized weight wi(k) is divided
with the sum of all updated weights to get the normalized weight

i(k) =
wi(k)∑Np

i=1 wi(k)
. (14)

4. Resampling, where a new set of particles xi(k) are drawn among the

predicted particles x̂i(k) according to the normalizedweightsi(k).
This can be efficiently done using an inverse transform sampling

method (Arulampalam et al., 2002). After resampling, all weights

wi(k) are set to a value of 1∕Np.

After the fourth phase, the first phase is reentered (see Figure 3) for

the next time step. The best crane posture estimate is computed from

the set of all particles after the normalization phase. A kernel density

estimate with Gaussian kernels (Musso et al., 2001) is used to find the

particle closest to the center of the probability mass of nearby parti-

cles. Specifically, the kernel density estimateDi(k) is computed for each

particle at time step k using an equation

Di(k) =
Np∑
j=1

j(k)e
−‖xi(k)−xj(k)‖2

𝜎2
kde , (15)

where i(k) is a normalized weight and xi(k) is the corresponding ith
particle. In the equation, 𝜎2

kde
is the variance of the kernels in the den-

sity estimate. The used 𝜎kde valuewas 0.03 (see Table 3), which is about

1.7◦ for first two angular states and 3 cm for the extension. For simplic-

ity, we used the same kernel size parameter for each of the three states

as the probability distributions were roughly similar in each dimen-

sion. Finally, a maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate is used to select

the particle that has the largest kernel density estimate, Di(k) in Equa-
tion 15. The state represented by this particle is taken to be the best

crane posture estimate.

The value of theMAP estimate,

D̂(k) = max
i=1…Np

(Di(k)), (16)

is limited between zero and one, and it approaches to onewhen all par-

ticles are at the same place. When all particles are dispersed, then the

value approaches to zero. The benefit of the MAP estimate value is

twofold. In a relative sense, the largest value gives the particle clos-

est to the center of a cluster yielding a best estimate for the target

position. In an absolute sense, it acts as a quality self-measure to dis-

tinguish between unreliable (D̂ ∼ 0) and reliable (D̂ ∼ 1) detections. If

this value drops below the threshold Creinit = 0.35, a reinitialization is

made. Apart from this reinitialization threshold, we use the value of

0.5 for classification purposes to label results as good or poor (see the

Results section).

The reinitialization is similar to the initialization step, except that

the particles are not redistributed uniformly. The previous low-quality

estimate is just enhanced with the crane posture hypotheses calcu-

lated from target candidates found with Method SD described in Sec-

tion 3.3.

3.4.1 Crane joint velocities for the prediction

phase of CPPF

The crane joint velocities v(k) (two angular velocities �̇�2 and �̇�3, and

a linear velocity ḋ4 at time step k) in Equation 10 are predicted by

first reading control signals from a vehicle bus in the prototype forest

machine (Kalmari et al., 2013b) and then by using a modeled relation-

shipbetween thegiven controls and the realizedvelocities of the crane.

This model has two parts. In the first part, velocities of hydraulic cylin-

ders induced by control signals are predicted using a four parameter

nonlinearmodel and a timedelay (fromKalmari et al., 2014). Themodel
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between a given control uc and a velocity of a hydraulic cylinder ḋc for

each cylinder c = 1,… ,4 is

ḋc(k) =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
Kc−

(
uc(k − Δkc) − Dc−

)
, uc(k − Δkc) < Dc−

0, Dc− ≤ uc(k − Δkc) ≤ Dc+

Kc+
(
uc(k − Δkc) − Dc+

)
, uc(k − Δkc) > Dc+

, (17)

where Kc− is the gain and Dc− is the dead zone on the negative side,

andKc+ andDc+ on the positive side, respectively. (This function is later

visualized with a black line in Figure 9.) The time delay is handled by

usingΔkc time stepsolder control signals,whereΔkc is identifiedwith a
separate correlation test over time steps k for each cylinder c = 1,… ,4

separately. The parameters Kc−, Dc−, Kc+, Dc+, and Δkc are calibrated

in Section 4.3 for each cylinder c, except the first one which can be

omitted as the corresponding joint angle is directly measured in the

proposed setup.

In the second part, the cylinder velocities (ḋ = [ḋ1 ḋ2 ḋ3 ḋ4]𝖳) are
transformed to angular velocities of the crane joints. These can be ana-

lytically derived from themodel in Equation 1. First, we define inverses

of Equations 1a and 1b to get cylinder lengths d2 and d3 from the esti-

mated joint angles 𝜃2 and 𝜃3, respectively:

d2 =
√
l2
1
+ l2

2
− 2l1l2 cos(𝜃2 − 𝜃2b), (18a)

d3 =
√
l2
3
+ l2

4
− 2l3l4 cos

(
𝛾23 − 𝛾3

)
, (18b)

where

𝛾3 = arcsin

(
l7
l9
sin(𝜃3b − 𝜃3)

)
+ arccos

(
l2
4
+ l2

9
− l2

8

2l4l9

)
,

l9 =
√
l2
5
+ l2

7
− 2l5l7 cos(𝜃3b − 𝜃3).

(18c)

Then we derive angular velocities �̇�2 and �̇�3 by differentiating Equa-

tions 1a and 1b with cylinder lengths d2 and d3 and multiplying these

results with cylinder velocities ḋ2 and ḋ3, respectively:

�̇�2 = ḋ2
𝜕𝜃2

𝜕d2
= ḋ2

d2

l1l2
√
1 − cos(𝛾1)2

, (19a)

�̇�3 = ḋ3
𝜕𝜃3

𝜕d3
= ḋ3

d3l5 sin(𝛾3)
l3l

2
6
sin(𝛾23 − 𝛾3)

⎛⎜⎜⎝
cos(𝛾5) −

l6
l7√

1 − cos(𝛾5)2
+

cos(𝛾3) −
l4
l5√

1 − cos(𝛾3)2

⎞⎟⎟⎠ ,
(19b)

where

cos(𝛾1) =
l2
1
+ l2

2
− d2

2

2l1l2
, cos(𝛾5) =

l2
7
+ l2

6
− l2

8

2l7l6
,

l6 =
√
l2
4
+ l2

5
− 2l4l5 cos(𝛾3). (19c)

Since the extension velocity ḋ4 was already estimated in the first

part, we can forma vector of crane joint velocities v (two angular veloc-

ities �̇�2 and �̇�3, and a linear velocity ḋ4) used as a control input in the

proposed CPPF (in Section 3.4). In Equations 18 and 19, d2 is length

of the lift cylinder and d3 is length of the transfer cylinder. All other

lengths l1, l2, l3, l4, l5, l7, and l8, and angles 𝜃2b, 𝜃3b, and 𝛾23 are constant

parameters defined by Kalmari (2015) and their values are presented

in Table 1 .

3.4.2 Likelihoods of laser scannermeasurements for the

update phase of CPPF

In this section,wedemonstrate the calculation of the likelihoodof laser

scanner measurements of Equation 13 which is required in the update

phase of the proposed CPPF algorithm. The likelihood (y(k)|xi(k)) is
calculated for a scan y(k) ∈ ℝ721 of Equation 4 given the ith particle

xi(k) ∈ ℝ3 at time step k. For brevity, however, the index k is later omit-

ted in this section.

Each particle xi represents a single hypothetical crane posture,

which determines the locations of the two targets. Thus, positions of

the two expected targets are different for each i. To compare themwith

the laser range observations, the positions of all expected targets are

first transformed into the laser scanner coordinates (i.e., a range ri,j and

an angle 𝜙i,j) for each i = 1,… , Np and target j ∈ {t1, t2} by using the
inverse of Equation 5:

si,j =

[
ri,j
𝜙i,j

]
=

⎡⎢⎢⎣
√

(𝜌i,j − 𝜌s0)2 + (zi,j − zs0)2

atan2(𝜌i,j − 𝜌s0, zs0 − zi,j)

⎤⎥⎥⎦, (20)

where, the 𝜌–z plane coordinates 𝜌i,j and zi,j are calculated from the

states of particles xi by using Equation 3.

Wewant the likelihood estimation to be performed in real timewith

limited computational resources. To achieve this, we invert the prob-

lem to a task of measuring how well each pair of expected targets fits

with the laser scanybyusing an inversemeasurementmodel insteadof

the (forward)model conventionally usedwith particle filters. The com-

putational benefit comes froma fact that there are only two small iden-

tical targets but721 laser rangeobservations in each scan. Through the

inversion, we avoid ray-casting of all laser range observations to a sur-

face defined by the two targets for each particle. The inversion can be

done probabilistically using the Bayes rule:


(
y|xi) ∝ P

(
y|xi) =

P
(
xi|y)P (y)
P
(
xi
) . (21)

Here, the inverse measurement model P(xi|y) for each i = 1,… , Np given

the measurement y is multiplied with the probability of the laser scan

P(y) and divided by the probability of the ith particle P(xi).
Next, we make two assumptions. The first one is that P(xi) is con-

stant for all i. This assumption is reasonable, because particles are

resampled at the end of each iteration of CPPF algorithm, and there-

fore the probability of each particle P(xi) is equal for all i = 1,… , Np.

The second assumption is that P(y) stays constant on the area of inter-
est, r ∈ [0,10]mand 𝜙 ∈ [0◦,180◦]. It is justifiable because laser scan-
ners are usually built to detect objects as equally as possible within

their measurement range on the scanned area. In our case, that area

covers all possible locations of both targets. Thus, in Equation 21, P(y)
and P(xi) are unknown constants andwe can assume that


(
y|xi) ∝ P

(
xi|y) . (22)
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Finally, since the weights of the particles are normalized in the nor-

malization phase of the CPPF method, the remaining unknown but

constant scale factor between the likelihood of a scan (y|xi) and the

inversemeasurementmodel P(xi|y) does not affect the rest of the pro-
cedure in themethod.

To estimate the inverse measurement model efficiently, we make

an approximation and assume that we can model the fitness of each

target to the scan separately by only considering that single range

observation that matches with the position of an expected target. To

compute a joint probability for both targets, we assume that the fit-

ness values do not interfere with each other and are independent.

Thus, we can simply multiply together the two separately computed

fitness values of targets. In detail, the inversemeasurementmodel can be

expressed as

P
(
xi|y) ≈

∏
∀j∈T

Nl∑
l=1

𝛿l,i,jL
(
ri,j|rl) , (23a)

where

𝛿l,i,j =

{
1, when |𝜙l − 𝜙i,j| < Δ𝛽∕2
0, otherwise.

(23b)

In Equation 23, 𝛿l,i,j is defined as equal to one only when the angles of a

laser range observation (𝜙l) and an expected target (𝜙i,j) match within

the laser scanner resolution (Δ𝛽). For a scan, this happens for a sin-

gle configuration of indexes l and i, for both targets j if targets are on

the field of view of the scanner. Thus only one matching range mea-

surement is compared with each target j ∈ T = {t1, t2} using a one-

dimensional fitness function L(ri,j|rl).
Unfortunately, this approximation adds a source of error because

the neighboring laser range measurements are not checked when

deciding if the expected target fits to the measurement or not. For

this reason, we have enhanced the method to take neighboring mea-

surements into account by using a precomputed cluster-size and a

middle-of-a-cluster measure. They are computed for each laser range

measurement after the scan is formed. They can be computed as by-

products ofMethod SD (see Section 3.3).

The proposed fitness function L(ri,j|rl), which is our approximation

of the likelihood of a range of an expected target ri,j given the matched

laser rangeobservation rl (including theprecomputedmeasuresMl and

ml), is defined as

L
(
ri,j|rl) =

{
ri,j lmiss, di,j,l > 𝜖d

lstep +
(
1 − lstep

)
Ltarget

(
ri,j, rl, Ml, ml

)
, di,j,l ≤ 𝜖d

, (24a)

where

di,j,l = rl + a − ri,j. (24b)

In Equation 24, rl is the laser rangemeasurement, ri,j is the range of the

expected target, and di,j,l is the distance between the expected target

and the target indicated by the rangemeasurement (rl + a). The fitness

function is constructed from a step function which increases the likeli-

hood of an expected target to lstep after the target can be fitted behind

the rangemeasurement (with a safe margin 𝜖d).

TABLE 4 Parameters of themeasurement likelihood for CPPF

Parameter Value Reasonable range Explanation

Δ𝛽 0.25◦ Angular resolution of
the scanner

a 30mm The radius of an
expected target

𝜖d 50mm a…2a The safemargin for
detection

𝜎dist 50mm a…2a Weights the right
distance behind
the range
measurement

𝜎size 400mm 10a…20a Weights the size of
clustered range
measurements

𝜎mid 30mm a…2a Weights the center
of clustered range
measurements

lstep 0.5 0.4…0.6 The likelihood of the
target in unseen
(unknown) area

lmiss 0.01 < lstep∕max range The likelihood of
missing a target

Before the step, the target is closer to the scanner than the range

observation would indicate. There, we define a likelihood of missing

the expected target. It is defined to increase as a function of range

because targets appear linearly smaller at larger ranges, and thus they

are more likely to be seen through. Note that the constant value of

the parameter lmiss should be small enough (see Table 4 for parameter

values). After the step, when the target is behind the range observa-

tion, the fitness is modeled as a function of a constant value lstep and a

target-likeness measure Ltarget(ri,j, rl, Ml, ml). The latter is a function of

the expected range ri,j, the observed range rl, the precomputed cluster-

sizemeasureMl, and theprecomputedmiddle-of-a-clustermeasureml.

An example of the one-dimensional fitness function in Equation 24 is

shown in Figure 4.

The target-likeness measure Ltarget in Equation 24a is constructed

with the help of three Gaussian functions:

Ltarget
(
ri,j , rl, Ml, ml

)
= Ldist

(
di,j,l

)
Lsize

(
Ml, ri,j

)
Lmid

(
ml, ri,j

)
, (25a)

where

Ldist
(
di,j,l

)
= e

−d2
i,j,l

∕𝜎2
dist , (25b)

Lsize
(
Ml, ri,j

)
= e−(MlΔ𝛽ri,j)2∕𝜎2size , (25c)

Lmid
(
ml, ri,j

)
= e−(mlΔ𝛽ri,j)2∕𝜎2mid . (25d)

In Equation 25, di,j,l is the difference defined in Equation 24b, ri,j is

the range of the expected target, Δ𝛽 is the angular resolution of the

laser scanner,Ml is the precomputed cluster-sizemeasure, in detail, the

amount of middle points associated with a cluster in Method SD (see

Section 3.3), and ml is the precomputed middle-of-a-cluster measure.

It is computed as a count from the current index l to the center of the

current cluster of middle points.
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F IGURE 4 An example of the fitness function in Equation 24 is drawn as a function of range

F IGURE 5 An example of the fitness function in Equation 24 is drawn as a function of the target position in the 𝜌–z plane. In this example, the
crane has been driven under a tree obstructing large share of range measurements in the scan. The relationship between ranges r and 𝜌–z coordi-
nates is defined in Equation 5. A wire model of the crane and the two targets (blue circles) are drawn on top of the likelihood to visualize which hot
spots in the likelihood are the actual targets andwhich ones are obstructions

The first Gaussian function (Ldist) in Equation 25b weights the right

distance behind the range measurement to fit a target. Its parame-

ter 𝜎dist should be near the radius of the expected target. The second

one (Lsize) in Equation 25cweights small clusters and discards too large

clusters. Its parameter 𝜎size should be tuned to large enough not to fil-

ter target-size clusters. The last one (Lmid) inEquation25d thenweights

the locations at the centers of clusters. Its parameter 𝜎mid should also

be near the radius of the target. This last one is a heuristic which is

added to keep the area of the likely locations of targets similar in small

and large clusters of range observations. It is based on an idea that

on target-sized clusters, the target most likely is located at the center.

When all these functions together have their value near 1, the value of

-the fitness function L(ri,j|rl) in Equation 24 has the largest value. Note
that each Gaussian function can have values between 0 and 1 since

they are not normalized.

Theproposed fitness function in Equation24was crafted to approx-

imate the 2D shape of the underlying likelihood of an expected target

in the 𝜌–z plane, but on the same time, we required it to be efficiently

computed. In the function, the constant part allows a similar response

of the filter to the occlusion anywhere on the line of sight between the

scanner and the target. The value of lstep can be understood as a likeli-

hood of the target in an unknown or occluded location. The Gaussian

parts in the target-likeness measure Ltarget together shape the likely

location just behind the frontier of range observations. The parame-

ters are tuned to shape the likely hot spot to match the physical size of

the expected target (radius of a) in the 𝜌–z coordinates (see Table 4 for

more details). To show how our approximation predicts target-shaped

objects from the given laser scan, the function is computed for all pos-

sible target locations in the 𝜌–zplane given an example scan in Figure 5.

3.5 Gravity-dependent reference for the crane

posture

It is challenging to obtain an accurate reference for the posture of

the forestry crane in a natural outdoor environment with obstacles

and foliage, as mentioned in Introduction. We decided to use the
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F IGURE 6 Bending of the crane in gravity using the finite segment method. The shadow at the background visualizes the posture of the boom in
zero gravity. Also centers of mass and related parameters are shown

instrumentation of the forestry crane built in our previous research

(Kalmari et al., 2013b) as a reference even though it did have

some limitations. Our crane was instrumented using a magnetic lin-

ear encoder strip on the slew joint, magnetostrictive linear position

sensors attached to hydraulic cylinders on the lift and the trans-

fer joints, and a wire draw encoder for the prismatic joint on the

telescopic extension boom. The pose of the targets could be esti-

mated accurately using the kinematic model of the crane in Equa-

tion 3, if the crane boom would not bend. It does bend how-

ever and does so by quite an amount even when used without

any external load. For example, the misplacement induced by grav-

ity on the position of the boom tip is larger than 0.1 m when the

boom is fully extended without external load (see the shadow in

Figure 6). Obviously, this deformation has to be taken into account to

obtain a reference posture to measure the accuracy of our proposed

SD and CPPFmethods.

Our solution for dealing with the crane flexibility and gravitational

effects was to concentrate on estimating the reference positions of

the scan targets with a sufficient accuracy. We used a finite segment

method by Huston (1981) to model the bending of the boom in grav-

ity because it is intuitive and it has got fairly good results in the previ-

ous research with hydraulic cranes (e.g., Bak & Hansen, 2013; Hansen,

Andersen,&Conrad, 2001;Pedersen,Hansen,&Ballebye, 2010). In the

method, the flexibility of boom is modeled as linear torsional springs

between the different rigid segments (Pedersen et al., 2015). Themain

advantage of themethod is that it is basedon rigid bodymodeling tech-

niques, making it easy to implement (Bak & Hansen, 2013). It can also

effectivelymodel the cranewithonly a fewparameters as theprismatic

joint (extension) can be approximated as a single extending segment

(Pedersen et al., 2015).

The finite segment method needs the center of mass to be calcu-

lated for each segment. We divided the model to four segments: The

first segment (pillar) is stationary in the 𝜌–z plane, the second segment

(inner boom) consists of the boom between lift and transfer joints,

the third segment (outer boom) has the telescopic extension, and the

fourth segment is the tool hanging on the tip of the boom (seeFigure6).

TABLE 5 Parameters used in the bending compensationmethod

i ami
dmi

mi

2 1.625m 0.05m 290 kg

3 −0.3m 0.321d4 + 0.069m 350 kg

For thiswork, we onlymodeled the bending of the second and the third

segments as the laser scanner was mounted on the top end of the first

segment. This is because the bending or motion of the first segment

does not affect our comparison between the reference and the laser

observations.

The locations of center of mass in the 𝜌–z plane can be calculated

using equations derived with the help of Equations 2 and 3,

pm2
=

[
𝜌m2

zm2

]
=

[
a2 + am2

cos(𝜃2) − dm2
sin(𝜃2)

d1 + am2
sin(𝜃2) + dm2

cos(𝜃2)

]
, (26a)

pm3
=

[
𝜌m3

zm3

]
= pt1 +

[
am3

cos(𝜃2 + 𝜃3) − dm3
sin(𝜃2 + 𝜃3)

am3
sin(𝜃2 + 𝜃3) + dm3

cos(𝜃2 + 𝜃3)

]
, (26b)

where d1 and a2 are constant parameters defined in Table 2, pt1 is

the position of the first target in Equation 3a, 𝜃2 and 𝜃3 are the joint

angles, and am2
, dm2

, am3
, and dm3

are parameters indicating the cen-

ter of mass locations (see Figure 6). As the third segment is changing

shape, the parameter dm3
is changed as a function of d4 to compensate

this effect. These parameters were obtained from manual adjustment

using a computer-aided design (CAD) model of the crane provided by

Kesla (see Table 5 for used parameter values§).

We assumed that the motion of the crane is slow so that no dynam-

ical effects, for example, vibrations, occur. Thus, the only significant

force in the crane is the gravity of earth, which is assumed to point

toward the negative z axis. This causes torque to joints so that masses

mtool andm3 bend the assumed torsional spring in the transfer joint (𝜃3)

relative to their distance to the joint in the 𝜌 axis. Similarly, all masses

§ Note that because of the used kinematic model, am2 and dm3 are the larger values and that

am3 is negative.
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F IGURE 7 An example of the independent target positioning test. In this example, the scanner is placed in the origin and the blue circular target
is at 0.80m distance from the scanner. The red dots represent obtained laser rangemeasurements, the green cross is the estimated position of the
detected object and the light orange shadow visualizes the scanned area. Note that, as also visible here, the target range is overestimated at short
ranges (see also Figure 8). In this test, the x axis is defined so that it intersect with all the predefined test positions, and the y axis is perpendicular
to it

(mtool,m3, andm2) affect to the assumed torsional spring in the lift joint

(𝜃2). We used a linear spring model with one torsion coefficient per

joint, thus the following equations can be used to model the change in

the joint angles (Δ𝜃2 andΔ𝜃3) caused by gravity:

Δ𝜃2 = − g
𝜅2

(
(𝜌m2

− a2)m2 + (𝜌m3
− a2)m3 + (𝜌t2 − a2)mtool

)
, (27a)

Δ𝜃3 = − g
𝜅3

(
(𝜌m3

− 𝜌t1)m3 + (𝜌t2 − 𝜌t1)mtool

)
. (27b)

In Equation 27, g is the magnitude of acceleration due to gravity

(assumed 9.81 m/s2), 𝜅2 and 𝜅3 are spring's torsion coefficients for lift

and transfer joints, respectively, a2 is the constant in Table 2, 𝜌m2
and

𝜌m3
are coordinates calculated in Equation 26, and 𝜌t1 and 𝜌t2 are coor-

dinates calculated in Equation 3. Masses of the segments (m2 andm3)

weremanually tunedusing aCADmodel andweights of the craneparts

provided by Kesla (see Table 5 for used parameter values). Themass of

the tool (mtool) was set to 20 kg as only a rotator linkwithout a tool was

used for most of the tests tominimize bending under load.

A downside of the used method is the need of parameters (in

Table 5) that are difficult to adjust. In practice, the adjustment needs

to be done manually. Here, the provided CAD model is used and the

weights of the parts are known. The two torsion coefficients 𝜅2 and 𝜅3

of the springs are chosen as free parameters, and are calibrated in Sec-

tion 4.2. Keeping the amount of free parameters limited this way, we

avoid to overfit themodel.

4 TESTS AND CALIBRATION

This section is about calibrating the system setup. This includes esti-

mating theposeof the scanner on the2Dscanplane (introduced in Sec-

tion 3.2), calibrating the control signal parameters for the prediction

model of crane velocities (introduced in Section 3.4.1), and calibrating

the referencemeasurement setup (introduced in Section 3.5). The first

two are needed for operational field work, whereas the latter, that is,

the reference, is needed for scientific purposes to conduct an accuracy

study.

As we chose to calibrate the system setup by fitting together the

positions of the model-predicted targets and the observed targets,

we have to first measure the errors of our target detector method

(introduced in Section 3.3) with an independent test setup. This choice

is beneficial as it allows us to calibrate the scanner pose as a by-

product of the reference measurement calibration in Section 4.2.

Finally at the end of this section, we outline the main tests that we

shall make in the Results section to test the accuracy of the proposed

methods.

4.1 Independent target positioning test

This test gives the target positioning accuracy ofMethod SDwhen can-

didates areunimpededly visible and correctly associatedwith right tar-

gets. To this end, we detached the laser scanner from the crane and put

it on the floor scanning horizontally on a plane 0.1 m above the floor.

The optical axis (of the rotatingmirror) of the laser scanner was placed

to a fixed point (the origin). We placed test points at 0.2 m intervals

from 0.2 to 10m in a straight line in front of the laser scanner (x axis in

Figure 7).

In a test sequence, we placed the target sequentially to each of the

test points and measured it for a few seconds with the laser scanner.

We measured six separate test sequences, where each had a different

(manually rotated) orientation of the laser scanner. This is done to add

noise to the orientation of the scanner to minimize the discretization

effect caused by the limited angular resolution of the scanner (0.25◦).

The pose of the scanner was measured manually in each of these test

sequences.

In each test sequence, all candidate position measurements

obtained from Method SD (see Section 3.3) were captured when the

target was at a test point. We rejected all measurements, when the

target was moved between the test points. The tape measurements of

the test points and the placements of the targets were done with an

accuracy of a fewmillimeters. Concurrently, this is also the accuracy of

this test and it is sufficient since the expected errors in the laser scan-

ner measurements are about onemagnitude larger. The used LMS 221
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F IGURE 8 All measurements are combined with the reference positions. The topmost subplot shows the angular error in degrees, the middle
plot shows the sideways error (y axis), and the bottom plot shows the range error (x axis) as a function of the reference range. The solid red line is
the mean and the dashed lines are 3𝜎 confidence intervals. Measurements (black dots) are plotted using a small Gaussian noise in their position to
visualize the amount of measurements at the same point

sensorhas a typical rangemeasurement accuracyof±35mm(SICKAG,

2006).

The results of the test are combined in Figure 8, which shows that

the angular error is within ±0.3◦ almost all the time. The larger angu-

lar errors within the first meter are most probably caused by a small

misplacement of the laser scanner in the test. Note that the limited

angular resolution is visible in the middle of Figure 8 as the measure-

ments are grouped to clusters on larger ranges. As the measurement

errors in x (along the line) and y (perpendicular to the line) directions

are small (less than ±3 cm) and as the measurement has nearly a zero

mean at a rangebetween1.8 and8m,we conclude that themethod can

be relied upon when performing calibrations within that range. Specif-

ically, this range interval is used with the calibration data set (Test A),

which does not contain any false target detections with Method SD

(see Figure 11).

4.2 Reference for the crane posture

As stated, the reference measurement system (introduced in Sec-

tion 3.5) has a number of parameter values that need to be calibrated

before the system can be used. Since we are computing the reference

in any case, we shall optimize its parameters and those for the laser

scanner pose together in a single optimization. An alternative for field

work purposeswould be to calibrate just the pose of the scanner by, for

example, driving the crane to a set of selected extreme postures.

There are multiple parameters that are estimated simultaneously.

First, the joint angles of our crane are measured using position sen-

sors attached to hydraulic cylinders and to the extension mechanism.

The zero offset (bias) of these sensors is dependent on the installation,

and its value needs to be estimated. Second, the bending of the boom

is modeled so that two calibration parameters need to be adjusted

(see Section 3.5). Third, the pose of the laser scanner, which is used to

observe the targets in the calibration, needs to be estimated.

The selected parameters (three offset values for the position sen-

sors, two spring's torsion coefficients for the boombendingmodel, and

three pose parameters for the laser scanner) were calibrated using a

calibration data set (Test A) collected in an obstacle-free environment

using all crane joints and driving the crane to multiple different pos-

tures (see Figure 10 for the boom-tip trajectory).

Using the 511-s long Test A data set, Method SD measured tar-

get positions and the reference crane posture (see Sections 3.3 and

3.5) were collected. Only measurements from time steps, where

Method SD succeeded (i.e., candidates were both found and associ-

ated correctly) and where the detection range of the both targets was

between 1.8 and 8meters, were accepted for the calibration (67.5% of

the measurements in the calibration data set). With these constraints,

Method SD is unbiased (zeromean), range errors arewithin±3 cm, and

angular errors are within ±0.3◦ as found in a separate test performed

to validate the candidate positioning part ofMethod SD (see Figure 8 ).

The estimation of parameters is conducted by minimizing an

Euclidean distance in the 𝜌–z plane between two entities, namely,

the reference target positions obtained from hydraulic cylinder length

measurements and the lasermeasured target positions obtained using

Method SD. Specifically, we obtain the reference target positions

by plugging the joint angles of Equation 1 with gravity corrections

from Equation 27 into Equation 3, and measured target positions are
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TABLE 6 Estimated calibration parameters for the system setup

Parameter Value Explanation Used in

d2,bias 0.879m Zero offset for the
lift cylinder length

(1)

d3,bias 1.137m Zero offset for the
transfer cylinder
length

(1)

d4,bias 1.948m Zero offset for the
extension length

(1)

𝜌s0 −0.034m 𝜌 coordinate of the
laser scanner in
the 𝜌–z plane

5

zs0 1.482m z coordinate of the
laser scanner in
the 𝜌–z plane

5

𝜙s0 2.69◦ Rotation offset of the
scanner

5

𝜅2 1.1 × 108 Nm/rad Spring's torsion
coefficient for the
lift joint

(27)

𝜅3 6.5 × 105 Nm/rad Spring's torsion
coefficient for the
transfer joint

(27)

obtained by plugging Equation 6 into Equation 5. Formally, the param-

eter estimation is donewith an error function

E =
Nk∑
k=1

w(k)
(
Cw‖ps,t1 − pt1‖2 + ‖ps,t2 − pt2‖2) , (28)

where ps,t1 and ps,t2 are the 𝜌–z plane positions of the detected tar-

gets 1 and 2 (with Method SD) and pt1 and pt2 are the same target

positions using the reference model. The total error E of Equation 28

is a sum from the first to the last Nk measurement in the time series

with a time step k. For each time step, we define a weight w(k), where
a value 0 is set for all discardedmeasurements (i.e., measurements not

in the accepted range or Method SD failed). A weight constant Cw = 4

is used in the minimization. This gives the first target more weight,

because the positioning of the second target is dependent on the posi-

tion of the first target. In detail, the first target is dependent on five

parameters (d2,bias, 𝜅2, 𝜌s0, zs0, and 𝜙s0) and the second one on all eight

listed in Table 6 (d3,bias, d4,bias, 𝜅3, and the previous five).

In the accepted share of the calibration data, Target 2 is more often

at middle ranges, but the gravitational effects are maximal when the

extension boom is at its maximal reach, that is, when the range of Tar-

get 2 is the largest. Thus the weight w(k) in Equation 28 is set to an

inverse of the estimated density of the detected ranges of Target 2.

These densities are estimated by calculating a normalized histogram

of range measures of Target 2 positions. This inverse weighting by the

range distribution of Target 2 in the calibration data is needed to give

more equal weights for different crane postures in theminimization.

The computational minimization of Equation 28 was done using

Matlab's numerical minimization function fminsearch, which uses the

Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm (Lagarias, Reeds, Wright, & Wright,

1998). The obtained calibration parameters are presented in Table 6.

Later in theResults section it is shown thatMethod SDoutputs zero

mean errors with a small variance for Test A (the calibration data set,

TABLE 7 Estimated calibration parameters for the hydraulic cylin-
der control input model

c Kc− (m/s) Kc+ (m/s) Dc− Dc+ 𝚫k

2 0.00216 0.00077 −19.8 17.5 5

3 0.00175 0.00110 −20.1 12.6 5

4 −0.00435 −0.00477 −25.6 20.4 7

see also Figure 11). Similarly, in the other tests all thosemeasurements

whichwere correctly detected and associated inMethod SD have zero

meanerrors. In addition, TestA covers a large shareof thepossible pos-

tures (as shown later in Figure 10). Therefore, we can deduce that the

calibration has succeeded accordingly.

4.3 Calibration of control signal models

for the crane joint velocities

The calibration parametersKc−,Dc−,Kc+,Dc+, and the time delayΔkc of
Equation 17 in Section 3.4.1 are estimated using a separate identifica-

tion data set, in which control signals of hydraulic valves are compared

to reference cylinder velocities. The calibration is done separately for

each cylinder c = {2,3,4}. Note that we do not need a model for the

first cylinder as the slew angle is measured directly.

Time delay Δkc for each cylinder c is estimated using a correlation

between control signals and reference cylinder velocities with differ-

ent time offsets. These control signals were sampled at 75 Hz fre-

quency similar to laser scanner and reference measurements. Max-

imally correlating values of time differences Δkc were selected and

the found values are shown in Table 7. After obtaining the time delay

for each cylinder, the parameters for nonlinear control model (defined

in Section 3.4.1) were estimated by iteratively minimizing an error

function

Ec =
Nk∑
k=1

wc(k)
(
ḋc(k) − ḋrefc (k)

)2
, (29)

where ḋc(k) is the modeled velocity in Equation 17 and ḋrefc (k) is the
reference velocity of cylinder c at a time step k. We obtained the ref-

erence cylinder velocities by recording the cylinder position measure-

ments from our crane as they were easily available. Alternatively, we

could have used the laser scanner to produce the reference for this cal-

ibration by computing the crane posture using Method SD and then

used the inverse model in Equation 18 to compute cylinder positions

from it. In eitherway, adjacent cylinder positionmeasurements are dif-

ferentiated and low-pass filtered to obtain the reference velocities.

The weight wc(k) is required to set weight of discarded measure-

ments to zero as accepted measurements are given a value one. Some

measurements were manually discarded from the data set as they had

totally uncorrelated control and velocity values, see the red crosses in

Figure 9. These may be caused, for example, when multiple hydraulic

valves are simultaneously fully open and the capacity of the hydraulic

pump is not sufficient to provide adequate liquid flow to all of the used

cylinders.

Equation 29 is minimized for each cylinder c separately using

Matlab's numerical minimization function fminsearch, which uses the

Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm (Lagarias et al., 1998). The obtained
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F IGURE 9 Obtaining the relationship of the cylinder velocity ḋc as a function of the command signal uc, where c = {2,3,4}. The solid black line
represents the nonlinear control model of Equation 17. The whole calibration data set is displayed with green dots and red crosses for assigned
weightswc = 1 andwc = 0, respectively. The weighted points are used for parameter estimation in Equation 29

calibration parameters for the hydraulic cylinders are listed in Table 7,

and used data points and the fittedmodels are shown in Figure 9.

4.4 Outline of the Tests A–E for the proposed CPPF

The proposed CPPF is tested in five different tasks¶ in the Results sec-

tion. The properties of these tests are outlined here. The first, Test A,

is the easiest one, since the crane was moved in a free space without

any foliage or obstacles, the machine being in a flat-asphalt environ-

ment. Test A data set is used for estimating the calibration parameters

of the systemsetupwithMethodSD: Simple target detector (defined in

Section 3.3). The data set is 511 s long and it contains 9574 laser scans

at the frequency of 18.75Hz.

The second test, TestB, ismeasuredunder abroad-leaved tree (a sil-

ver birch) that induces significant foliage, introducingmultiple obstruc-

tions to the data. Test B is 155 s long and it contains 2,902 laser scans.

The third test, Test C, also has a lot of occlusions, since the crane is han-

dled in the vicinity of a spruce tree with close to maximum elongation.

Test C contains 4,944 laser scans taken during a time interval of 264 s.

The main difference between the Tests B and C is that in C the crane is

mostly operated at its maximum reach, while in Test B, the tip position

is handled at shorter ranges for most of the time. The occluding tree is

also nearer in Test B,which introducesmore obstructions closer to Tar-

get 1. The Tests A, B, andChave simulated control signals based on real

uncertainties of the hydraulic controlmodel found in Section 4.3 as the

real signals were not recorded in these tests.

Test D is the longest test setup containing 26584 laser scans dur-

ing nearly 24 min. In this test, also a swaying dummy tool is attached

to the tip of the crane (the tool is quite light in weight so it has only a

small additional effect to the bending of the boom). This test aims to

show the actual performance of the proposed method in a case which

would be really near to an actual forestry crane operation. In this test,

the dummy tool is hit to the ground and obstacles. The swaying tool

is occasionally visible in the laser scan adding new sources of errors

as the second target might be confused with the tool. Also, this data

set, which is also used in Test E, is the only one where hydraulic signals

were recorded from the vehicle bus and they are used in the estimation

instead of simulated control signals employed in the three first tests.

¶ All tests can be viewed at https://youtu.be/9tJ-t6dsWT4

Finally, Test E is a tolerance test, where our claim of weatherproof-

ness is tested. We assume that bad weather conditions such as snow,

rain, and minor equally spread dust or thin fog can be represented as

random obstructions to the line of sight which results into respective

random shortening of range measurements. To test the tolerance, we

draw random simulated obstructions to the laser scanner readings for

the data set of Test D between 400 and 600 s (containing 3,748 laser

scans). This short time range was selected to save computation time.

Nonetheless, this range includes a large enough variability in all esti-

mated crane joint variables. Algorithms were run multiple times with

increasing amounts of simulated obstructions. Technically, obstruc-

tions are introduced to the scanner data by randomly adding simulated

measurements between the scanner and the laser range observation

with a function:

r̂ = min

(
r,
log

(
1 − U

)
log(1 − 𝜉)

)
, (30)

where r̂ is the modified range measurement, U ∼  (0,1) is a sample

from standard uniform distribution (between 0 and 1), and 𝜉 is the

probability of an obstruction per meter. The equation is an inverse

function for exponential attenuation as a function of range. The mini-

mum is selected between the original measurement (r) and a randomly

drawn, simulated obstruction.

Trajectories of the boom tip position for all of the tests are drawn

in Figure 10 to show the differences of these tests. As seen from the

figure, the Test A, which is used for the calibration has the largest cov-

erageof different boomtip poses. In contrast, TestsBandCoffer signif-

icantly different trajectories than Test A, covering a much smaller sub-

space of the 𝜌–z plane. Finally, the trajectory of Test D is located on the

normal working area as the tool was operated on an object about 5 m

away from the origin. The Test E, is a subset of Test D data and it also

covers a portion of normally used working space.

5 RESULTS

The aim of the presented results is to evaluate our hypothesis

that introducing control signals of the hydraulic valves to the crane

posture estimate increases its reliability, especially when the line of

sight to the scan targets is obstructed. This is why we compare the
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F IGURE 10 The trajectory of the boom-tip position in the 𝜌–z plane
during each of the tests. The white area shows all possible boom-tip
positions that are reachable by the crane, although here the ground
resided at−1m

performance of our two methods against each other. Both proposed

methods, Method SD: Simple target detector (laser only, defined in

Section 3.3) and Method CPPF: crane posture particle filter (laser and

control signals, defined in Section 3.4), were also compared against the

calibrated reference (hydraulic cylinder lengthmeasurements, defined

in Section 3.5 and calibrated in Section 4.2) for all tests (A, B, C, D,

and E).

As expected, both methods can reliably measure the crane pos-

ture without any large errors in Test A as shown in Figure 11.

The low-quality measurements self-detected by the CPPF method

are left out from the error statistics, that is, those measurements

with D̂ of Equation 16 lower than 0.5. The idea is to discrimi-

nate between normal operation and states just before and after the

(re)initialization. Similarly, the statistics for Method SD contain only

successfulmeasurements. This is because, if both targets are not found

with the SD method, the measurement fails and then there is no

measurement to include into the statistics. The redmarkings (+) in the
box-and-whiskers plots in Figures 11, 12, 13, and 15 indicate these dis-

carded low-qualitymeasurements. For visual purposes, only those self-

detected outliers are shownwhich reside outside the whiskers.

In the Tests B, C, and D, Method SD is occasionally tracking false

positives (i.e., wrong candidates) due to foliage. Thus the error statis-

tics (see Figures 12, 13, and 15) have really long whiskers indicating

the minimum and maximum values. However, Method CPPF is capa-

ble of reliably measuring crane posture with root-mean-square errors

(RMSE) of 0.14◦ and 0.40◦ for the lift and the transfer joint angles,

respectively, and 4.0 and 4.3 cm for the extension length and the tip

position, respectively. The absolutemaximumerrors over the four first

tests (A, B, C, and D) were within the range of 0.7◦ and 2◦ for the joint

angles andwithin 15 cm for the extension length and the tip position. In

TestB,which is the easiest for theCPPFmethod, the average errors are

only 0.072◦ and 0.23◦ for the joint angles, and 1.6 cm for the extension

length (see Table 8). Test B also shows that the boom tip position can be

measured normally with an average error of less than 2 cm but at the

long range (Test C) the error more than doubles. The average errors in

boom-tip positions listed in Table 8 are generally similar to, but slightly

larger than, extension length errors.

Method SDhas the largest errors in Test C, so the time series plot of

that test is shown in Figure 14. All estimated crane joint angles and the

extension length are plotted on top of each other in the figure to show

the driven posture of the crane at situations, when Method SD either

fails or starts to track a false candidate. The proposed CPPF method

does not confuse the targetswith each other norwith the foliage in the

test in spite that Target 2 is occasionally stuck under thick branches of

a spruce tree. Figure 14 shows also the quality self-measure of CPPF

(defined in Section 3.4). In Figure 14, there are notches in the quality

self-measure around40, 130, and 220 s. These correlatewith the occa-

sions when Method SD has failed for a long period. During that time,

Target 2 is not visible to the laser scanner. Because of this, Method SD

F IGURE 11 Error statistics for Test A (a calibration data set) are visualized with a box-and-whiskers plot and also the underlying histogram is
visualized under the box-and-whiskers plot. Detected outliers (quality<0.5) aremarkedwith red+ signs
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F IGURE 12 Error statistics for Test B (foliage under a tree) are visualized with a box-and-whiskers plot and also the underlying histogram is
visualized under the box-and-whiskers plot.When a whisker does not fit into the shown range, its end position is marked under the corresponding
whisker. Detected outliers (quality<0.5) aremarkedwith red+ signs

F IGURE 13 Error statistics for Test C (a long distance test) are visualized with a box-and-whiskers plot and also the underlying histogram is
visualized under the box-and-whiskers plot.When a whisker does not fit into the shown range, its end position is marked under the corresponding
whisker. Detected outliers (quality<0.5) aremarkedwith red+ signs

TABLE 8 RMSE of the Tests A, B, C, and D

Test Method 𝜽2 error (deg) 𝜽3 error (deg) d4 error (m) Tip position error (m)

A SD 0.066 0.241 0.011 0.015

CPPF 0.137 0.403 0.012 0.019

B SD 0.213 8.292 0.272 0.463

CPPF 0.072 0.230 0.016 0.019

C SD 0.054 2.081 0.339 0.380

CPPF 0.100 0.320 0.040 0.043

D SD 0.078 0.910 0.020 0.052

CPPF 0.122 0.306 0.009 0.014

fails. However, the CPPF method manages to estimate the posture

from the control signals. The increased uncertainty is expressed visi-

bly in the behavior of the quality self-measure (see the bottom plot of

Figure 14). The CPPF method performance in overall statistics is also

good and is shown in Figure 13.

In the longest test, TestD (statistics shown in Figure 15), bothmeth-

odsworkquitewell.MethodSDdoes a few false detections, and, there-

fore, it has large maximal errors in Figure 15. However, it can be seen

in the time series plot in Figure 16 that these events are rare. This test

contains only a few occlusions of Target 2 and thus also Method SD
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F IGURE 14 Time series of Test C (a long distance test), where gray areas on the plot show the times, when simple target detector failed to find
anymatch for Target 2. Also the quality self-measure of CPPF (defined in Section 3.4) is drawn on the lowest subplot

F IGURE 15 Error statistics for Test D (a long test with an attached tool) are visualized with a box-and-whiskers plot and also the underlying
histogram is visualized under the box-and-whiskers plot. When a whisker does not fit into the shown range, its end position is marked under the
corresponding whisker. Detected outliers (quality<0.5) aremarkedwith red+ signs

works quite well. This test also shows that both methods can be used

with a freely swaying tool. In addition, as Test D data set is the only one

which contains real hydraulic signals, it is important to note that there

are no significant differences in the statistics betweenTestsA, B,C, and

D for the proposed CPPF.

Finally, simulated weatherproofness of the proposed methods was

tested in a tolerance test (Test E). Randomly drawn obstructions were

introduced to shorten the laser scanner range measurements within

a subset of Test D data. As can be seen from Figure 17, the proposed

CPPF canwithstand this noisewell until there ismore than 10%proba-

bility of anobstructionper eachmeter ofmediumwhere the laser pulse

travels. This means that the proposed CPPF only fails after the targets

are hardly visible throughnoise. As a comparison, the SDmethod starts

to fail alreadywhenonly a slight amountofobstructions are introduced

to themeasurements. Similarly, itsmeasurement errors increase as the

probability of obstructions is increased.

6 DISCUSSION

In this work, we have made an effort to cover all the relevant aspects

for using the proposed CPPF to estimate the posture of a hydraulic

crane so that the method would be reproducible—both for academic

and industry purposes. In this work, we have presented a method to

reliably estimate the posture of a hydraulic forestry crane. The setup

was tested in many different tests containing a significant amount of

foliage, a freely swaying tool, and simulated randomobstructions in the
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F IGURE 16 Time series of Test D (a long test with an attached tool), where quality self-measure of CPPF (defined in Section 3.4) is drawn on the
lowest subplot

F IGURE 17 Tolerance of the proposed methods was tested in Test E. The left-side plot shows the percentage of successful measurements for
both methods (not failed for Method SD and over the quality limit of 0.5 for Method CPPF). The right-side plot is a RMSE of the boom tip position.
Bothmeasures are drawn as a function of probability of an obstruction (i.e., simulated noise) on the line of sight between the scanner and the actual
rangemeasurement. Each noise level was tested 10 times, and the area betweenminimum andmaximum values is shaded under eachmean curve.
Method SD gave zeromeasurements under the largest amount of noise, and thus those values aremissing from the right-side plot

measurements. All our methods—including the reference—were oper-

ated in faster than real-timewith a normal laptop computer usingMat-

lab software, to show that the proposed methods can be later imple-

mented as a real-timemeasurement system.

Both the proposed CPPF method (defined in Section 3.4) and sim-

ple target detector (defined in Section 3.3) behave similarly in the first

test (Test A) without any foliage (see statistics in Figure 11 and RMSE

in Table 8). However, in the other tests, the proposed CPPF has sig-

nificantly better results as it is able to reliably track both of the tar-

gets almost all the time. The simple target detector could maybe be

improved by adding heuristics to avoid tracking wrong candidates.

However, it would still give significant amount of failed measurements

without providing any idea where the crane is. Thus we have proven

our hypothesis that the use of control signals allows for a significantly

more robust cranepostureestimate. Especially TestsBandCshowthat

when a target is occluded, the simple target detector fails, but the pro-

posed CPPF is still able to give an accurate estimate. The tests also

show (especially Test Bwithmost occluding foliage andTest Ewith ran-

dom obstructions) that the proposed CPPF is robust against random

measurement errors between the scanner and targets. These kinds of

errorsmay be caused by obstacles or badweather conditions (e.g., rain,

snow, dust, or fog) making the medium less transparent. As the used

scanner is rated for outdoor use, it withstands freezing temperatures,

rain, snow, and it has automatic fog correction, which increases laser

power if echoesaremissed (SICKAG,2006); the sensor is a goodchoice

for this task.

We have shown that a minimal instrumentation containing only the

laser scanner, two attached scan targets and a rotation instrumenta-

tion of the slew joint (which rotates the pillar where the scanner is

mounted) is enough to produce both an accurate crane posture esti-

mate and to simultaneously collect a 3D point cloud (see Figure 18 for

an example point cloud). In the future, the same instrumentation could
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F IGURE 18 An accumulated point cloud around 125 s from Test C
when the boom tip is driven into a spruce tree. The crane is drawn as a
gray line, laser scanner is located at the green cross, and targets are the
two blue dots. Range measurements associated with Targets 1 and 2
are removed from thepoint cloud, and the cloud is colorized in hue, sat-
uration, lightness (HSL) color space such that hue indicates the height
of a point, lightness the range of a point from scanner, and saturation is
a constant one. The 3D visualization is made with Point Cloud Library
(Rusu &Cousins, 2011)

be used to measure and model the environment, for example, nearby

trees andground in the forest. This is useful for estimating, for example,

the forest inventory, stem curves and volumes of tree trunks before

cutting, or tree maps and paths for an autonomous forest machine.

The electronic parts of our minimal instrumentation reside in the rear

end of the crane (near cabin), which significantly reduces the need for

cabling. Also the rear end of the crane rarely hits any obstacles like

trees or ground, and thus the sensors are unlikely damaged if the pro-

posed setup is used in normal operation. Both scan targets aremagnet-

ically attached onto the crane, and they simply fall of instead of being

damaged if they collide with obstacles.

The nearest comparable setup found in the state-of-the-art section

is the IMU instrumentation of a similar type of a hydraulic crane by

Vihonen et al. (2014, 2016). Their best results had RMSE of 0.17◦ for

lift and 0.21◦ for transfer angles aswe got 0.14◦ and 0.40◦ as ourworst

test RMSE for the equivalent angles (see Table 8). Also the maximal

errors were on the same scale of about 1–2.

However, their extension length measurement is significantly less

accurate compared to our solution with maximum RMSE of only 4 cm

as they had 26 cm RMSE, which is even larger than our maximal error

of 15 cm. The ultrasonic sensor used by Cheng et al. (2011) would not

have made the estimate much better, as they had larger than 10 cm

errors in their range measurements. However, a wire sensor, similar to

one used in our referencemeasurement for the extension length, could

be integrated with IMU-basedmethods.

In addition to being robust in all tests, the proposed CPPF is able

to estimate its own reliability, that is, the quality self-measure (defined

in Section 3.4 and shown in the lowest subplot in Figures 14 and 16).

Togetherwith the novel reinitialization procedure, this allows the filter

to cope with tracking errors. Thus, if the proposed filter for some rea-

son becomes confused by losing the tracked targets, the operator can

restart the tracking by pulling the crane free fromoccluding foliage and

by applying a few large swings. This causes the particle filter to con-

verge into the tracked targets since they are the objects that correlate

themost with the given control signals.

The proposed CPPF method estimates the posture of the crane

accurately without the need for a bending model. In contrast, the cur-

rent industrial solutions (e.g., Cranab, 2015; Suuriniemi, 2013) and

our reference model (introduced in Section 3.5) using the measured

lengths of the hydraulic cylinders (defined in Section 3.5) requires

information about masses and angular string constants to model the

bending caused by gravity. Without the proposed bending model, our

reference would not be sufficiently accurate to be used as a compar-

ison for the proposed laser-scanner-based methods. The crane boom

bends more than 10 cm with the maximum elongation without any

load, and significantly more under load. By directly measuring the

tip position with a laser scanner, the end-effector displacement error

caused by the bending of the boom can directly be measured instead

of requiring a calibrated multiparameter model to obtain it. Note that

the limitations of our reference model restricted this study to condi-

tions where the reference can be trusted. In other words, we had to

use known weights instead of unknown weights and to avoid vibra-

tions instead of covering all the range of normal crane working speeds.

In the future, the proposed system might be extended to estimate

the unknown weights of the lifted trees. This would require designing

the minimum instrumentation so that all additional parameters can be

estimated.

There are a few limitations in the proposed methods. First, there is

inherent uncertainty in the control signals, and it is further increased

by the noise added in the prediction phase of the CPPF method.

This leads to slightly larger statistical errors when compared against

Method SD in laboratory conditions, that is when both of the targets

are clearly visible and there are no obstructions in the field of view of

the scanner. However, in practice, if obstructions are to be expected,

Method CPPF is always more reliable than Method SD. Second, our

proposed methods have a lower update frequency than a joint posi-

tion instrumentation with encoders which can measure at frequencies

of hundreds of hertzs. The used laser scanner (SICK AG, 2006) has a

frequency of 75 Hz and four adjacent measurements are combined to

get a higher angular resolution of 0.25◦. Thus our laser-scanner-based

methods provide crane posture estimates at only about 19Hz. A faster

scanner could give a slightly higher frequency, but still these methods

would give significantly less measurements per second than encoders.

This would be a limitation at least if high-frequency phenomena are

looked for.However, inmany cases the crane is slow to react and even a

10-Hz update frequency is sufficient for control purposes (e.g., Kalmari

et al., 2014). The third limitation is that the pose of the platform and

bending of the first section of the crane (the pillar) is not measured in

the proposedmethod. If these are required, the changes in orientation

of the laser scanner should be measured with, for example, a 3D incli-

nometer.

Thereareways toovercome these limitations.Accuracyof the crane

posture estimate would be increased if the crane motion could be pre-

dicted more accurately from the control signals. These prediction sig-

nals are also vulnerable to changes in calibration parameters if, for
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example, the temperature or viscosity of the hydraulic fluid changes.

Also, the proposed CPPF could be modified to include some of the cal-

ibration parameters as states to estimate them online, for example,

gains of control signals of the hydraulic actuators could be changed

slowly online to adapt to changing temperatures and fluid viscosities.

However, this would increase the computational complexity. The tech-

niques of CPPF could also be combined with other sensors, for exam-

ple, those used for inertial measurements (e.g., Vihonen et al., 2014,

2016). This would increase the accuracy of the crane posture esti-

mate, since the inertial sensors could provide significantly more accu-

rate estimates of the actual movement of the crane than the currently

used control signals for the hydraulic valves. In addition, inertial sen-

sors could give reasonably higher measurement frequency, and also

the dynamic behavior of the crane could be better tackled. However,

the inertial sensors would increase the complexity and introducemore

sensors, cabling, software, and calibration parameters into the system

setup.

The optical instrumentation for posture estimation presented here

might beextended so that on-lineweight estimation for unknown lifted

items could be possible. This could also be attained by estimating crane

bending through laser scanning. Theminimal setupwould then need to

be planned accordingly to account for the increased amount of param-

eters to be solved.

7 CONCLUSION

In this work, we proposed a forest- and weatherproof minimal instru-

mentation solution for the crane posture estimation for flexible

hydraulic cranes. In summary, we defined two real-time-capable meth-

ods to estimate the posture of a hydraulic crane using a mounted

2D laser scanner and two scan targets, which are short magnetically

attachedmetal tubes always in the field of viewof the scanner. The first

method (defined in Section3.3) takes single scans as input and searches

for circular 6 cm wide objects in the scan. The second method (CPPF,

defined in Section 3.4) is a particle filter implemented to probabilisti-

cally combine laser scanner measurements with control signals of the

hydraulic crane. We also showed how to calibrate the measurement

setup and tested our methods thoroughly by comparing them with a

reference posture (defined in Section3.5). It ismadeup from the length

measurements of hydraulic cylinders using a kinematic model of the

crane, while correcting for its bending under gravity.

In our field tests, we have shown that obtaining the crane posture

estimate from both laser scanner measurements and control signals

using the proposed CPPFmethod ismore reliable than using only laser

observations. In particular, the crane posture estimation can be done

without large errors evenwhen the targets are occludedbehind foliage

or when the control signals contain erroneous information about the

crane movement. We have shown that the proposed CPPF method is

tolerant tohighamountof obstructions in the laser scannerdata,which

could be caused by atmospheric conditions or obstacles in the line of

sight. In the future, knowledge may be gained through comprehensive

tests in rain, snow, and dust, and tests with different cranes and laser

scanners. Themethod should also be tested as a part of a real-time con-

trol loop.

The proposed method advocates for a new paradigm in automating

flexible cranes in the forest industry. Our work enables a robust and

accurate online solution for forest machine manufacturers to measure

the posture of a flexible forestry crane. The proposed method is quite

universally applicable for hydraulic cranes with a telescopic extension

boom. The proposed method allows for other benefits as well. As only

aminority of the laser range observations is used tomeasure the crane

posture, the rest are useful for measuring the surrounding environ-

ment. It would be a radical change, if forest machines could collect for-

est inventory information, and map and measure trees before felling

them. This will likely enable a new generation of industry-fabricated

machines.
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